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I Abstract 

High angle boundaries and their local surroundings are important for all aspects of 
recrystallization including nucleation, growth and texture formation. They are thus important for 
processing of aluminum alloys. Deformation induced high angle boundaries have been observed 
and quantitatively characterized using transmission electron microscopy in aluminum following 
rolling to large reductions. The distribution of local orientations between individual dislocation 
boundaries and their angle/axis pairs have been measured using convergent beam Kikuchi 
analysis and are compared to the macroscopic texture. The sequence of near neighbor 
orientations shows that individual grains subdivide across their thickness into three to four 
different texture components separated by sharp boundaries. The local orientations surrounding 
high angle boundaries are much more diverse than suggested by simple models and single crystal 
studies. The origins for these high angle boundaries are suggested and discussed. 
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Introduction 

During processing, cold worked metals are subdivided by original grain boundaries and 
dislocation boundaries which are arranged in a lamellar or subgrain structure at large strains( 1-4). 
These dislocation boundaries form during plastic deformation at places where the original grains 
subdivide. The presence and location of these boundaries determines the properties of the 
deformed metal during processing, including texture development, recrystallization behavior, 
flow stress and formability. Of particular interest are those boundaries which have high angles, 
e.g. above 15-20' (1). High angle boundaries possess the concomitant high energy and mobility 
that is of interest for recrystallization. The local orientation environment surrounding these high 
angle boundaries controls the orientation and growth of nuclei during recrystallization, as well as 
the final recrystallization texture. 

The development of boundaries with large angular spreads during deformation has been known 
qualitatively for a number of years e.g. through x-ray techniques (2). Further, the misorientation 
across many of these boundaries is of a magnitude characteristic of ordinary high angle 
boundaries (1,3). Because the size scale of these boundary spacings is much less than one 
micrometer, it is difficult to obtain quantitative microstructural and crystallographic data. Thus, 
there are but a handful of reports which have observed and measured individual high angle 
deformation boundaries following medium to large strain deformation (4-10). 

While the earliest reports established that high angle boundaries form, what is significant in the 
newest work is the long length of many high angle boundaries, the measurement of the angle/axis 
pair for these boundaries and measurements of the local texture and pattern of orientations 
surrounding these boundaries across a long distance in the sample (9,lO). Presented in this 
paper are quantitative measurements of the location within the structure, angle/axis pairs and 
orientation environments surrounding higher and high angle deformation boundaries in two 
commercial purity aluminum alloys. These alloys had different starting textures and grain sizes. 
The influence of these boundaries and the distribution of local orientations on the evolution of the 
deformation texture and recrystallization is considered. Suggestions for the origin of these 
boundaries are made. 

Experiment Procedures 

Two commercial purity aluminum alloys with different initial grain sizes and crystallographic 
textures were used for this study. The first was 99.5% pure aluminum with a medium sized 
equiaxed grain structure of 100 pm in diameter (Heyn intercept of 89pm ) and fairly random 
starting texture (1 1). The second was a 99.8% pure cast ingot with a rod shaped coarse grain 
structure with grain intercept sizes of 150 by 300 pm in the rod cross section and 1.4 mm along 
the rod axis. The ingot had a very strong rotated Goss component (01 l)[Oi 11 (peak intensity 
f(g) = 126 m.r.d.) with a [loo] fiber texture oriented along the long axis of the grains and also a 
weak cube texture (f(g)=3) (12). This [loo] orientation and the long grain axis are both along the 
subsequent transverse direction (TD) during rolling. Both alloys were rolled to a 90 % cold 
reduction (c.r.) ( evM = 2.6). The details of the rolling schedules are given elsewhere (1 1,12). 

Thin foils for transmission electron microscopy were made to view the samples in the 
longitudinal side plane for rolling. Transmission electron microscopy and convergent beam 
analysis of these samples was performed. Orientations of individual crystallites were obtained 
from convergent beam Kikuchi patterns. Crystallites as small as 40 nm could be measured with 
this technique. The Kikuchi patterns were analyzed using a computer method based on the 
techniques in references (13,14) to obtain the orientation matrices for individual crystallites. The 
minimum angle relationship (disorientation) between adjacent crystallites separated by dislocation 
boundaries was determined by considering all 24 symmetry operations for the orientation 
matrices in a standard manner. The angle-axis pair for the disorientations was also determined. 
A negative or positive disorientation angle was determined by considering whether the 
disorientation axis is in a left hand or right hand triangle, respectively. Euler angles in standard 
Bunge notation were also calculated for the orientation matrices. The TEM orientation studies 
were further supplemented by longer line scans using an automated electron back scattered . 



diffraction pattern (EBSP) analysis in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) (15). Following 
rolling, the macroscopic crystallographic texture for the medium grain size aluminum was 
measured using neutron diffraction (1 l), while that of the coarse grained sample was measured 
using x-ray diffraction. The orientations were plotted as orientation distribution functions (ODF). 
The medium grain size material developed a typical well developed rolling texture, whereas the 
coarse grain structure developed a weaker less developed rolling texture in which the brass 
component was stronger and the S component weaker than usual. This difference in rolling 
texture is consistent with the starting texture of our ingot (16) . The ideal rolling components are 
defined as S { 123}<63&, copper { 112}<11i>, brass { 110}<i12>, and Goss {011}<100~, 
where {hkl}avw> is the rolling plane and rolling direction respectively. 

Results and Analvsis 

Microstructures 

The observed dislocation microstructures of both samples following rolling include lamellar 
dislocation boundaries (LBs) nearly parallel to rolling plane with equiaxed cells filling the volume 
between the LBs (Fig. 1). Cells are arranged along the length of the lamellar boundaries with 
one to three cells across the width of the lamella. Additionally, there are also regions filled with 
equiaxed subgrains (ES) or remnants of the smaller strain microband structure. Some regions and 
grains are traversed by coarse slip in S-bands and micro-shear bands that are roughly 1 to 5 pm 
wide by 20 to 200 pm long (Figs. 2 and 3 ). More details and specific definitions of the 
deformation microstructures can be found elsewhere, for example (17-19). 

Local Orientations and Disorientations 

Measurements of the local orientation of nearly 300 crystallites and the subsequent calculation of 
the disorientations across dislocation boundaries between them were made along two directions: 
the normal direction (ND) and within lamellar bands in between LBs that were approximately 
along the rolling direction (RD). Line scans of the orientation of individual adjacent crystallites 
along the ND encounter more LBs or ES than cell boundaries, whereas scans within a lamella 
between two LBs (approximately along the rolling direction RD), encountered primarily cell 
boundaries. Note that line scans strictly along the RD would also cross LBs since the LBs are 
frequently somewhat sinuous ( see Fig. 4 ) and are not exactly parallel to the RD. Disorientations 
as a function of distance along the ND, for some of the measured regions, are plotted in Figs. 5 
and 6 for the two grain sizes. Disorientations as a function of distance along the RD for scans 
within lamella are shown in Figs. 7 a - d. The rotation axes for the disorientations are plotted in a 
standard triangle next to the disorientation plots and are discussed in more detail in the next 
subsection. Comparing Figs. 7 a and c to Figs. 5 and 6, shows that the region in between 
lamellar boundaries contains mostly cells with fairly small angle changes over long distances, 
whereas scans in the ND across the LBs and ES show much larger angle changes over smaller 
distances. Several more deformation induced higher and high angle boundaries are observed in 
the ND scans compared to the RD scans. Note also in the disorientation plots Figs. 5 and 6, the 
tendency for high angle boundaries to occur in clusters. Histograms of the measured absolute 
value of disorientations found along the normal direction, Fig. 8, show distributions with a wide 
range of angles observed from near zero to 60". Note that many of the boundaries are low angle 
boundaries. The tendency for small angles in the angle range less than 2-3" is much more 
prevalent in the coarse grained aluminum, Fig. 8a, compared to the fine grained aluminum, Fig. 
8b. These histograms also show a lower frequency of angles in the middle range of the angles 
and a small peak at the higher end. 

The intercept spacing for original high angle boundaries following rolling and the average 
spacing of dislocation boundaries in the ND are tabulated in Table I. The number of high angle 
boundaries encountered compared to the number of original grain boundaries which would be 
encountered along the measured distance is shown in Table II. Both an average number of grain 
boundaries and two extremes based on a range of 3 standard deviations from the average are 
shown. The number of high angle boundaries observed is much greater than the average number 
of grain boundaries and is also greater than the extreme range for grain boundaries for both 



Figure 1 - aph showing lamellar dislocation boundaries (LB) and the cell structure 
he LBs. This region is part of a larger region from which the 
s in Fig. 6c, 7a and 7c were measured. The dotted lines show traces of 

the line scans along RD and ND. The rolling direction is marked RD in this 
longitudinal cross section. Coarse grain aluminum. 



showing lamellar dislocation boundaries (LB) and the cell structure 
Two microshear bands are also marked (S). The disorientations 

measured in this region along the dotted line shown in the ND. 
The rolling direction is marked RD in this longitudinal cross section. Coarse grain 
aluminum. 

Figure 3 - Backscattered SEM image at the mid-thickness location of a longitudinal cross section 
of coarse grained aluminum showing a lamellar dislocation structure (LB) parallel to 
the RD and some micro-shearbands (S). 



Figure 4 - Wavy lamellar bands (LB) along the RD that show alternating dark light contrast 
indicating alternating orientations. The contrast also indicates that a similar orientation 
is maintained within a LB for long distances. 
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Figure 5 - a) The disorientations (minimum misorientation e) measured in the medium grah size 
aluminum show an alternating character with distance along the normal direction. The 
orientations in this region start with an initial brass S brass (B) alternation and then 
settle along the alpha fiber between Goss (G) brass (B) and random (R) for a distance 
of 20 pm. Following that quiet region, the largest disorientations changes occur 
along the beta fiber between brass/Goss and S/copper (S,C) plus some random 
components as marked on the figure. b) The axes of the misorientations are plotted in 
a standard triangle. Note that the axes are widely distributed across the entire triangle 
for all angles. Axes for I 0 I 2 35 are plotted as 0; axes for angles 181 I 8 I c35 as 
A: axes for I 0 I c18 as 0. 
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Figure 6 - The disorientations (minimum misorientation 0) measured in the coarse grain size 

aluminum show an alternating character with distance along the normal direction. The 
axes of the misorientations are plotted in a standard triangle. Axes for I 0 I2  35 are 
plotted as 0; axes for angles 181 I 8 I <35 as A; axes for I 8 I <18 as 0. a) Region 
with small angle changes along the alpha fiber between Goss and brass and random 
orientations (Fig. 2). Some of the region at 24-26 pm has rotated towards the 
outskirts of the beta fiber tube near S. b) The axes for the medium to large angles in 
a) are mainly near the 011 pole, while the smaller angles are somewhat more 
scattered. c) Region with many large disorientations resulting from alternating 
orientations between brass (B) and Skopper along the beta fiber as marked on the 
figure (Fig. 1). Some of the large angle changes occur between complementary 
variants of the same texture component. d) The axes for disorientations in c) are 
broadly distributed between the 01 1 and 1 1 1 poles for the majority of angles. 
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Figure 7 - The disorientations (minimum misorientation 0) measured in the coarse grain size 
aluminum within single lamellar bands along the RD show long distances with very 
small angle changes and many rotation axes near the TD. The axes of the 
misorientations are plotted in a standard triangle. Axes for I 8 I 2 35 are plotted as 0; 
axes for angles 181 I 0 I <35 as A; axes for I 0 I 4 8  as 0. a) Lamellar band 
oriented between copper and S orientations along the beta fiber (Fig. 1). The high 
angle changes are across subgrains embedded within the lamellar band that are near 
the complementary variant of the main copper/S. b) Axes for the region in a) are 
frequently near the TD and the 01 1 pole. c) Lamellar band with a brass orientation 
(Fig. 1). The high angle changes are across a subgrain that is the complementary 
variant of the main brass orientation. d) The axes for region c) are frequently near the 
TD and the 11 1 pole with a wider spread for the smaller angle axes. 
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Figure 8 - Histograms showing the distribution of the absolute value of the disorientations 
measured along the ND as function of angle for the two materials across the same 
distance for a) medium grain aluminum. b) coarse grain aluminum. A wide spread of 
angles is observed for both grain sizes including a second peak in the distribution at 
the highest angles. Note that many more small angles, less than 3 O ,  are observed in 
the coarse grain aluminum with a rotated Goss initial texture compared to the medium 
grain size aluminum that had a random initial texture. 



Table I. Spacing of grain and dislocation boundaries before and after rolling. 

Material 
Initial grain intercept 

distance in ND 
(pm) 

Grain intercept Intercept spacing of 
distance in ND dislocation 

following 90% cr boundaries in ND 
(PI 

medium grain 

coarse grain 

89 

150 

8.9 

15 

0.5 

0.35 

Table 11. Comparison showing that the number of high angle boundaries observed along a 
measurement line is much greater than the number of expected grain boundaries. Tabulation of 
the number of high angle boundaries ( I 8 I > 15') excluding grain boundaries encountered along 
the observation length. 

Material, condition, 
and observation 

length 

medium grain 
39 pm along ND 

coarse grain size 
42 pm along ND 

No. of high No. of high No. of high 
angle angle angle 

boundaries boundaries boundaries 
Total number of excluding grain excluding grain excluding grain 

high angle boundaries boundaries boundaries 
boundaries based on based on 3 s - based on 3 s + 
observed average extreme extreme 

including grain boundary intercept intercept 
boundaries intercept distance* distance" 

distance* (1/3 x avg.) (3 x avg.) 

19 

20 

13 to 14 
(5 grains) 

5 to 6 
(13 grains) 

16 to 17 10 to 11 
(3 grains) (9 grains) 

16 to 17 
(2 grains) 

19 to 20 
(1 grains) 

: number of high angles measured minus expected number of grain boundaries calculated from 
the grain boundary spacings, e.g., { 19-(5 to 6)}= 13 to 14. 

materials. The average spacing of high angle boundaries along the ND for both materials was 2 
pm, whereas that along the RD was 5 pm . 
An EBSP analysis of orientations for the medium grained aluminum was made for a combined 
distance of 800 pm ( about 90 grains) to corroborate the smaller scale TEM analysis. The step 
size of lpm for the EBSP is larger than the spacing of dislocation boundaries. Thus, orientations 
of about half of the crystallites and therefore half of the boundary disorientations were measured 
by EBSP compared to all adjacent crystallites with the TEM technique. The spacing of high 
angle boundaries obtained from the EBSP along the ND was 3 pm which is in good agreement 
with the TEM results considering that not all of the boundaries can be measured by EBSP. 

Orientation Patterns 

The crystallite orientations were classified with respect to the ideal rolling orientations to look for 
patterns in the arrangement and environment of the higher and high angle boundaries. The ideal 
rolling components included S { 123}<634>, copper { 112}<11 i>, brass { 1 lO}<i 12>, and 
Goss (01 1}<100>, where { hkl}<uvw> is the rolling plane and rolling direction respectively. 
Note also that these orientations have complementary variants that are distinct crystallite 



I -  
orientations with respect to the fixed sample reference. The brass and copper components have 
two variants; S has four; Goss has only one. The complementary variants differ from each other 
by a high angle rotation. A region was categorized as a particular texture component if the region 
was within 15 degrees of an ideal orientation in Euler space. Regions outside of this 15 degree 
spread are called random. 

A complex orientation pattern was observed for the medium grained aluminum with a more 
random starting texture Fig. 5. For a distance of three grains observed in that material, the 
orientations started with an initial brass S brass (B) alternation and then settle along the alpha 
fiber between Goss (G) brass (B) and random (R) for distance of 20 pm. Following that quiet 
region, the largest disorientations changes occur along the beta fiber between brass/Goss and 
S/copper (S,C) plus some random components. The high angle boundaries were found between 
different deformation texture components and between the deformation components and random 
orientations. The other two grains that were measured for that material also showed similar range 
of random rotation axes although for different regions of the beta fiber near copper and S. 

The orientation patterns that were observed for the coarse grained aluminum with the sharp 
rotated Goss initial texture were less complex and easier to classify. One similar pattern across 
the ND was found in four separate locations that included five grains in two TEM samples. This 
similar pattern included a consistent alternation between regions with brass/Goss orientations and 
regions with S/copper orientations. More systematic rotation axes were observed in these 
patterned regions as can be seen by comparing Figures 5b and 6c. The axes for the coarse 
grained aluminum are broadly spread between the 01 1 and 11 1 poles (Fig. 6d), while those in the 
medium grained aluminum were randomly spread throughout the triangle (Fig. 5b). In one 
region (Fig. 2 and Fig. 6a), this pattern was not as well developed as in the other regions. The 
alternations were between brass/Goss and orientations along the outer ranges of the beta tube 
between brass and copper. The disorientations were also much smaller in this region with the 
less developed pattern. A well developed pattern was found in the region shown in Figs. 1 and 
6c. The alternations of these orientations are superposed on the disorientation plot Fig. 6c. 
From this super-position one can see that high angle boundaries occur not only at the boundaries 
between two types of components such as brass and S, but they also occur between two 
complementary variants of the same texture component such as at two complementary brass 
components and/or two complementary S components as shown in Fig. 6c. Many of the high 
angle boundaries are grouped together where there is a rotation to a new component followed by 
a rotation to variant of the new component and then back again. While more than one variant of a 
texture component is found along the ND traverse, one of the variants dominates in terms of 
frequency of occurrence for all of the measured regions. 

The persistence of this pattern in the ND with distance in the RD was tested by both visual scans 
of the Kikuchi patterns across the ND at different RD distances as well as by measuring the 
crystallite orientations within two adjacent lamellar bands in a line scan near the RD. Those 
measurements showed that the local orientations within a lamellar band maintained similar 
textures for very long distances, at least 40 pm. Thus one lamellar band maintained orientations 
in a narrow range along the beta fiber between the same variants of closely oriented S and 
copper, Fig. 7a, while the adjacent lamellar band generally maintained the same variant of brass, 
Fig. 7c. Those simple patterns were occasionally broken within the S-copper lamellar band, by 
an occasional equiaxed subgrain that had a random orientation on the outskirts of a different S or 
copper variant. Those random subgrains cause the sudden high angle jumps in the 
disorientations plotted in Fig. 7a. Similarly for the brass lamellar band, the small angle pattern in 
Fig. 7c was interrupted once by a subgrain with the variant to the main brass orientation. A fairly 
consistent near TD rotation axes was also found for the disorientations within these lamellar 
bands, further emphasizing that there is an orientation pattern. Because similar texture 
components are maintained for such long distances in the RD, very long (> 40 pm) and 
significant high angle boundaries are formed. 

Relation to the Macroscopic Texture 

The orientation in Euler angles of the individual crystallites is plotted in Fig. 9 together with the 
level one contour (i.e. the 1 times random intensity contour) and peak intensity position of the 
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Figure 9 - The orientation in Euler angles of individual crystallites is plotted together with the 
level one contour (Le. the 1 times random intensity contour) and peak intensity 
position of the macroscopic ODF determined by neutron diffraction. The intensities 
of the peak positions in the ODF range from 6-10 times random. The macroscopic 
ODFs show typical rolling texture distributions. The individual Euler angles have not 
been arranged to reflect a minimum angle relationship between nearest neighbor 
crystallites. With that caveat, the Euler angles of these measurements made over a 
small distance occupy the full range of components along the alpha and beta fibers 
showing a wide range of texture components in a small distance. These individual 
orientations show a wide spread about the measured peak intensities for the 
macroscopic ODF. Medium grain aluminum cold rolled 90% across 40 pm in ND. 



TABLE III. The average spread in Euler angles of the individual crystallite positions in 
Euler space from the location of the nearest ideal intensity peak in the macroscopic ODF 
provides a measure of the microstructural contribution to the observed spread in texture. 

Average of the rms average 
of all angles " 

(Z d(Aqli2+ A$i2 +Aq2 i2))/n Material Average Average Average 

@l A$ A92 

medium grain 7" 7" @ 14" 

coarse grain 7" 7" 9" 15" 

macroscopic ODF determined by neutron diffraction for the medium grained aluminum. The 
intensities of the peak positions in the ODF range from 6-10 times random. The macroscopic 
ODF shows a typical rolling texture distribution. If more information is desired, the reader is 
referred to reference (1 1) for the position of all of the ODF intensity contour levels. The 
individual Euler angles in Fig. 9 have not been arranged to reflect a minimum angle relationship 
between nearest neighbor crystallites. With that caveat, the Euler angles of these measurements 
made over a distance of only 40 pm occupy nearly every square of Fig. 9, showing a wide range 
of texture components in a small distance. These individual orientations generally fall within the 
level one contours of the macroscopic ODF. However they also show a wide spread about the 
measured peak intensities for the macroscopic ODF. Similar results are obtained for the coarse 
grain aluminum but they are not shown. 

This spread in orientation due to the microstructure can be estimated by averaging the difference 
in Euler angles between the individual orientations and the nearest ideal orientations in the ODF. 
Those values are shown in Table lII for each of the angles and for an rms combination of the 
three. This preliminary comparison between a macroscopic ODF and the orientations of 
individual crystallites indicates that the sampling in the convergent beam analysis is representative 
for the specimens. Care must, however, be exerted when comparing the macroscopic texture 
with orientations from individual crystallites due to the limited number of the latter. Both 
aluminum materials show similar spreads about the Euler angles as shown in Table III. 

Discussion 

Grain Subdivision 

The formation of many high angle boundaries shows that individual grains break up into regions 
which represent different texture components. Based on the current data set of ten grains, each 
grain will on average subdivide into 4-6 different regions across its thickness. Additionally there 
is a clear tendency in both grain sizes for a high proportion of grains to subdivide into all three 
major texture components along the beta fiber: brass, copper, and S. These three components are 
arranged in more or less alternating patterns across the thickness. A further and equally 
important subdivision into complementary variants of the same component and into random 
components also occurs. Even grains that are subdivided along the alpha fiber from brass to 
Goss have random regions that are on the outskirts of the beta fiber towards the copper 
orientation (Fig. 6a). There is evidence in these patterns that some grains have a greater tendency 
to subdivide with high angle boundaries than others. Examples of this tendency is given by the 
clustering of high angle boundaries in Figs. 5a and 6c compared to the lack of high angle 
boundaries for a long distance in Fig. 6a. This tendency is in agreement with earlier observations 
showing an effect of grain orientation on the subdivision with high angle boundaries (2,20). 

As a result the microstructure becomes subdivided into crystallites with sharp differences. The 
abrupt and alternating character of the majority of orientation changes shown in Figs. 5,6 and 7 



indicates that transitions across high angle changes are made sharply at single boundaries. In 
contrast, regions with orientation gradients that would make more gradual transitions across high 
angle changes are less common and very short. An example of this gradual change is shown by 
the change from brass to Goss at about a distance from 8 to 12 pm along the ND in Fig. 5a. 
Further, there frequently are a wide variety of axes for these orientation changes, Fig. 5b and 6d. 
Thus, these high angle boundaries cannot be classified as being part of a regular structure of 
deformation or transition bands (5,21). 

Subdivision occurred equally in the material with the sharp initial rotated Goss texture and 
coarser grain size and in the one with the random starting texture and smaller grain size. The 
orientation pattern and rotation axes for this subdivision were more regular in the first than the 
latter, however. 

Influence on the Deformation Texture 

The microstructural subdivision of grains into crystallites having a large spread in orientations 
will cause a corresponding spread within the deformation texture, thereby decreasing the 
sharpness of the peak intensity values (22). Regions separated by both high angle boundaries 
and low angle boundaries contribute to this spread (9). Calculated deformation textures 
frequently predict much higher intensities at the peak intensity points in the ODF as well as much 
narrower angular spreads in intensity about those peaks than found in experiments. Smoothing 
factors used in recent texture simulations to reduce the sharpness of those calculated textures to 
the approximate levels observed in experiment, include 7-8' (23,24). However, larger 
smoothing factors from 7-14', may be more representative for textures developing at large 
strains. 

Influence on Recrystallization 

During recrystallization, the formation of a nucleus of critical size and its subsequent growth are 
favored at long, rather than short, high angle boundaries. The present results show that very 
long high angle boundaries are produced nearly parallel to the RD, forming lamellar bands. In 
contrast, short high angle boundaries that are more or less perpendicular to the RD are found 
across subgrains within LBs. Following nucleation, the orientation environment encountered by 
a growing nucleus will affect its growth rate. In the new idea of orientation pinning suggested by 
Juul Jensen, a growing nucleus will be pinned or slowed down when it reaches a region with a 
similar orientation to itself (25). A low angle and therefore low mobility boundary is formed at 
that meeting point. The diverse orientation environments observed in the present observations 
show that many different components are encountered in short distances. Many of the 
components are repeated several times in that short distance. Nuclei of the less common 
orientations would thus have a greater chance of growing compared to the repeated orientations. 
That idea underscores the significance for recrystallization textures of the random components 
that are observed, as well as of the ideal texture component variants that are in the minority within 
a grain. 

Origins of High Angle Boundaries 

Recently five mechanisms/suggestions were presented and reviewed on the origin of higher and 
high angle deformation boundaries (26). These mechanisms/suggestions are given briefly here: 
1) coarse slip in S-bands and shear bands that give rise to large regions with strikingly different 
slip patterns and/or strain levels than their surroundings; 2) cell block formation in which grains 
begin to subdivide from the beginning of deformation creating long boundaries whose 
misorientations increase steadily with increasing strain; 3) an ambiguity of slip systems for 
unstable crystal orientations that leads to diverging rotations within a grain; 4) grain-grain or 
grain triple point interactions that lead to a different slip pattern near these regions; and 5) 
coalescence of boundaries at large strains. Considering the great diversity in the arrangement, 
rotation axes and orientation environment of the boundaries observed in aluminum, it is likely 
that several mechanisms are responsible. Since S-bands and microshearbanding were observed 
in these materials as well as an even spread of high angle boundaries through some grains, the 
first three mechanism appear to be more important than the last two. Also, coalescence was 
previously found to be of minor importance (26). 



An additional mechanism is required to explain the large number of very high > 35” angle 
boundaries and the gap in the angle distributions shown in the histograms of Fig. 8. One 
possibility is suggested by Hansen in these proceedings (19). He suggests that there may be 
some synergy between the rapid development of the deformation texture from medium to large 
reductions and the development of the very high angle boundaries found at large strains. This 
synergy may come about due to the existence of regions with medium sized orientation changes 
from normal grain subdivision coupled with the higher material and lattice rotation rates implicit 
in rapid texture development. When orientations reach particular regions in orientation space 
during deformation, rotations can occur rapidly in diverging directions for regions of only 
moderate differences in orientations (27). 

Concluding Remarks 

High angle boundaries are formed by the deformation process at the places where the grains 
subdivide and thus, the majority are not original grain boundaries. This result was shown by a 
statistical analysis of the number expected of grain boundaries compared to the observed high 
angle boundaries. Grains are subdivided, on average, into 4 to 6 regions representing different 
texture components. These texture components are frequently arranged as alternating regions 
along the alpha and beta fibers including all three major components, brass, copper and S plus 
random components. While the orientation patterns are complex for both of the materials 
studied, there was a trend for the pattern to be more systematic in the material with the sharp 
initial rotated Goss texture and coarser grain size, than in the material with the random starting 
texture and smaller grain size. This more regular pattern included both the arrangement of texture 
components through the sample as well as more regular rotation axes across deformation induced 
boundaries. Grain subdivision results in a diverse orientation environment and very long, > 40 
pm, high angle boundaries that are significant for the creation of nuclei during recrystallization. 
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